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I

n its proposed 2018 budget, the Trump Administration seeks a 31 percent reduction in funding for the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), including a 24 percent drop in the agency’s enforcement budget.1 The
enforcement cut purportedly reflects a desire to avoid “duplication of enforcement actions carried out by the
States.”2 But the Administration’s budget would also slash by 45 percent the EPA grants that states rely on to fund
their own enforcement programs.3 Those cuts would make it virtually impossible for states to maintain existing levels
of enforcement, much less for them to expand their programs to compensate for declining federal efforts. And even if
they had unlimited resources, states would still be less likely than EPA to adequately police certain polluters, due to
local political constraints. While there may be some exceptions, states in general have neither the means nor the will to
substitute for robust EPA enforcement of federal environmental laws.

States Already Have More Enforcement Responsibility Than 		
They Can Handle
Most federal environmental laws either allow or require EPA to delegate some enforcement authority to the states.4 As
a result, states are already responsible for the bulk of enforcement activity.5 Indeed, the Environmental Council of the
States (ECOS), a national association of state environmental regulators, has estimated that states bring about 90 percent
of environmental enforcement actions each year.6
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Nevertheless, a 2011 report from EPA’s Office of the Inspector General concluded that state enforcement efforts were
both inadequate and inconsistent.7 That report reviewed enforcement data from 2003 to 2009 and evaluated state
performance along three metrics:
(1) the percent of facilities states inspected each year,
(2) the percent of inspections that resulted in a state identifying significant noncompliance or a high-priority
violation, and
(3) the percent of violations that resulted in the state issuing a formal enforcement action with a penalty.8
Among other deficiencies, the report found that states “frequently do not meet national enforcement goals.”9 For example,
only eight states had satisfied an EPA goal that all major air-pollution emitters be inspected every two years.10 Similarly,
only two states had satisfied an EPA goal that all large-quantity generators of hazardous waste be inspected every five
years.11
The report also found a high degree of variation between states—and even within states—as to the vigor of enforcement
efforts.12 For example, for Clean Air Act enforcement, state performance (as assessed by an average of the three metrics
mentioned above) varied by a range of almost 50 percentage points.13 In other words, “some states inspected facilities,
identified violations, and/or assessed penalties for violations at a much higher rate than other states.”14

States Face Financial Barriers to Effective Enforcement, Which
EPA Budget Cuts Would Worsen
In response to criticism of their enforcement efforts, states often plead poverty. EPA grants account for a substantial
share of state environmental agency budgets—27 percent on average, and close to 60 percent in some states15—and state
regulators have long argued that they cannot satisfy their myriad responsibilities under laws like the Clean Air Act and
Clean Water Act without increased federal aid.16
Despite states’ protests, EPA grants have shrunk rather than expanded in recent decades. A 2007 study by the Government
Accountability Office found that, between 1997 and 2006, EPA grants to states declined by 9 percent in inflation-adjusted
terms, even as states’ enforcement responsibilities increased.17 Since then, grant funding has fallen even further.18 Rather
than compensating for reduced federal aid by allocating additional state funds to their environmental agencies, some
state legislatures have compounded the damage by making cuts of their own. Pennsylvania, for example, has reduced
state funding to its Department of Environmental Protection by 40 percent since 2007.19 As a result, the department has
lost 25 percent of its staff.20
Given the leanness of their current budgets, state regulators argue that the further cuts to EPA grants sought by the Trump
Administration would necessarily result in substantially poorer environmental outcomes. The National Association of
Clean Air Agencies, a coalition of state and local air pollution control agencies, warned that the proposed grant reductions
“would likely have a devastating impact on [state and local agencies’] efforts to provide healthful air quality for the
public.”21
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States Face Political Barriers to Effective Enforcement, Which EPA
Budget Cuts Would Worsen
Even with adequate funding, states are unlikely to enforce federal environmental laws as vigorously as EPA would.
Consider that, while states bring the vast majority of Clean Air Act enforcement actions each year, EPA tends to assess
much larger financial penalties.22 The same pattern holds for Clean Water Act enforcement actions.23
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In part, the larger penalties assessed by EPA reflect a greater willingness to take on the most serious and complex
enforcement cases. A state regulator may be reluctant to adequately penalize its jurisdiction’s largest and most politically
powerful industrial facilities.24 Similarly, a state regulator may be unwilling to assess a penalty against a polluter whose
emissions primarily harm residents of other—downwind or downstream—states.25
Cuts to EPA’s enforcement budget would likely lead to even laxer state penalties by putting state regulators in a weaker
negotiating position. As a former head of EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance explained in a recent
op-ed, under past administrations, “[c]ompanies have known that if they don’t resolve their enforcement problems at the
state level, they may have to face the EPA instead.”26 But in the absence of that federal backstop, companies will feel more
emboldened “to push back against state enforcers,” likely resulting in fewer and smaller settlements, and less deterrence
of future violations.27

Conclusion
Contrary to the Administration’s rhetoric, its proposed 2018 budget would not cause a shift of enforcement activity from
EPA to the states; it would simply cause a reduction in environmental enforcement. By cutting both EPA’s enforcement
budget and federal grants that fund state enforcement programs, the Administration’s plan would exacerbate the resource
and political constraints that state regulatory agencies already face in implementing core environmental laws like the
Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act. Public health would inevitably suffer as a result.
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